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Calvin Klein’s SS16 campaign wants to know what you do in your 

Calvin’s! 
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Calvin Klein formed it’s SS16 campaign to depict all of its lines (Calvin 

Klein, Calvin Klein Jeans, Calvin Klein Collection and Calvin Klein 

Underwear) at once. Model’s, Singers and Musicians are present in this 

campaign to represent the brand’s commitment to variation and diversity 

while depicting the vigorous and passionate impact of today’s youth 

culture; Kendall Jenner, Justin Bieber, Fetty Wap, Kendrick Lamar, Abbey 

Lee Kershaw, FKA Twigs, Adwoa Aboah and Joey Bada$$ are some of the 

famous faces employed by this label. 

The campaign is shot by Tyrone Lebon and is accompanied by a short film 

also shot by Lebon. It counts on 30 different images which capture 

intimate moments in the life of stars. Lebon also collaborated with a new 

generation of fellow photographers such as Tobin Yelland, as well as 

veteran Calvin Klein photographer David Sims. Lebon’s father and 

brother, Mark Lebon and Frank Lebon also worked with Tyrone to 

capture the global campaign from a documentary perspective. It spans 26 

global markets and is comprised of digital, mobile, print and outdoor 

advertisements. 

Calvin Klein uses imagery effectively in the SS16 campaign as a call to 

action, “I ________ in my #mycalvins”. This is a way of targeting the youth 

of social media to get creative and use their imagination to get involved in 

the campaign through risqué or tame phrases on social networking sites 

such as Instagram, Twitter, Facebook etc. Each photo has a different verb 

to fill in the blanks while using the same phrase, “I ________ in my 

#mycalvins” for example Fetty says, “I am a star in #mycalvins.” 
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“This campaign is representative of how culture is evolving as we speak,” 

according to Melisa Goldie, chief marketing officer of Calvin Klein Inc. 

“We’re bringing together a diverse mix of provocateurs with a unique 

collective of visual artists to create content that sparks and drives cultural 

conversation. Millennials reject labels when it comes to their own 

identities, and they want products that are personalized and individual, 

which we’re achieving as Calvin Klein moves toward further establishing 

itself as a lifestyle-centric global brand.” She says that people don’t want 

conventional one-sided advertising anymore. She believes they want to 

participate in campaigns that capture their panache. These photos for 

Calvin Klein relate back to the brand's legacy with famous young faces, 

eloquent advertising and a soft warm light filter. 
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This particular advertising campaign captures the essence of Calvin Klein 

perfectly through the easy-going and informal setup, well known youth 

icons, chic and provocative styling as well as an intimate, simple and 

generally beautiful theme and gives overall positive vibes. It also 

successfully promotes CK’s values as Calvin Klein is a global luxury brand 

which epitomizes sensual, modern and an iconic aesthetic using 

progressive ideals and bold imagery to inspire their audience. 

By selecting the most popular celebrities amongst the youth as the faces of 

these ad’s and advertising mainly on social media through the hashtag 

“#mycalvins”, Calvin Klein perfectly maintains its target audience and 

focuses on promoting and selling its products to the younger crowd of this 

generation. The audience for the “My Calvin’s” campaign would be men 

and women between the ages of 15-30 and since it’s promotion was solely 

on social media, Calvin Klein’s messaging with their campaign was 

correctly on point with their target audience as Instagram is all the rage 

especially with the youth. 

The company has always believed in the impact of promotional strategies 

and has used various measures to promote its business as controversial 

advertisements have helped it have high visibility in markets. As Eva 

Mendes once said “that means the ads are totally Calvin, totally 

provocative and little controversial.” Calvin Klein’s ads stand out because 

they are about selling something bigger than just a product: they’re selling 

a lifestyle. American brand Calvin Klein has always stood out as a 

comparatively affordable luxury brand for teenagers and young adults to 

feel comfortable and cool in. The casual modish style of CK made 

American fashion history, created the designer jeans craze of the 1970s, 

and then transformed fashion advertising in the 1980s. Today the name 

adorns everything from underwear to perfume.  
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